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[image: A Palestinian child plays on the ruins of a building destroyed by earlier Israeli bombardment in Gaza City on April 8, 2024, amid the ongoing conflict between Israel and the Palestinian Hamas militant group. ]
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Netanyahu: Date set for Rafah attack, which US opposes
















	




[image: FILE - British Foreign Secretary David Cameron in Brussels on April 4, 2024. Cameron is meeting with U.S. officials Tuesday to discuss aid to Ukraine.]
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Cameron to try to rally US support for Ukraine aid








	




[image: Haitian policemen stand guard on a street corner amid gang violence in Port-au-Prince on April 8,2024.]
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Haiti leaders reach deal to form transitional council








	




[image: File - A volunteer distributes drinking water next to a bus stand on a hot day in Hyderabad, India, March 21, 2024. Earth just had its warmest March ever recorded, the 10th month in a row to set such a record, according to the European Union climate agency Copernicus. ]
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Broken record: March is 10th straight month to be hottest on record, scientists say








	




[image: FILE - Republican presidential candidate and former President Donald Trump speaks after voting in Florida's primary election in Palm Beach, Florida, March 19, 2024. ]
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Chinese nationalist trolls pretend to be Trump supporters ahead of US elections
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[image: The Connecticut Huskies celebrate after winning the national championship game of the Final Four of the 2024 NCAA Tournament against the Purdue Boilermakers at State Farm Stadium in Glendale, Arizona on April 8, 2024. (Bob Donnan-USA TODAY Sports)]
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Connecticut wins second consecutive NCAA Men’s Division One Basketball Championship








	




[image: Massive crowds watch total solar eclipse over US]
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Massive crowds watch total solar eclipse over US
















	




Latino voters, coveted by both parties, are targets of election misinformation








	




With $6.6B to Arizona hub, Biden touts big steps in US chipmaking








	




Biden, Trump hold different views on key foreign policy issues








	




Clarence 'Frogman' Henry, R&B singer of 1956 hit 'Ain't Got No Home,' dies
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[image: FILE - Excavators and drillers at work in an open pit at Tenke Fungurume, a copper and cobalt mine 110 km (68 miles) northwest of Lubumbashi in Congo's copper-producing south, Jan. 29, 2013. ]
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Report: US must enhance critical minerals strategy in Africa








	




[image: FILE - Ecuador's then-Vice President Jorge Glas talks during an interview with Reuters at the Government Palace in Quito, Ecuador, August 29, 2017.]
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Ecuador’s former VP hospitalized after capture from Mexican embassy in Ecuador
















	




US forces hit Houthi missile system in Yemen








	




‘Panama Papers’ money laundering trial opens








	




Russians stage rare protest after unprecedented floods engulf Ural region








	




Palestinians renew bid for full UN membership
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[image: FILE - Soldiers participate in the annual Han Kuang military exercises that simulate an anti-landing operations near the coast in New Taipei City, northern Taiwan, July 27, 2023. ]
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Taiwan war games to simulate repelling Chinese drill that turns into attack








	




[image: U.S. Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen and U.S. Ambassador to China Nicholas Burns, left, visit Guozijian Hutong alley in Beijing on April 8, 2024.]
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From overcapacity to TikTok, issues covered during Janet Yellen's trip to China








	




[image: FILE - A group of migrants, including many from China, walk after crossing the U.S. border with Mexico to seek asylum, near Jacumba, California, Oct. 24, 2023.]
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Regretting coming to US, some illegal Chinese immigrants return home
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[image: Iranian Foreign Minister Hossein Amir-Abdollahian, center left, walks with his Syrian counterpart Faisal Mekdad, center right, and Iran's Ambassador to Syria Hossein Akbari, center, during a visit to the site destroyed by airstrikes, in Damascus on April 8, 2024. ]
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Iran FM opens new Syria consulate after deadly strike








	




[image: Emergency services work at a destroyed building hit by an airstrike in Damascus, Syria, April 1, 2024. The airstrike, widely attributed to Israel, destroyed the consular section of Iran's embassy in Damascus, killing 12 people. ]
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Iran: Israeli embassies 'no longer safe' after Syria strike








	




[image: FILE - Omani Foreign Minister Sayyid Badr al-Busaidi listens during a press conference in Muscat, Oct. 10, 2023.]
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Oman urges de-escalation during Iran FM visit
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[image: FILE - Police vehicles are parked outside an apartment block in Stockholm, Sweden, Nov. 14, 2021. An unnamed Chinese journalist reportedly was arrested in Stockholm last October and expelled last week after she was deemed a national security threat.]
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Sweden expels Chinese journalist, calling her threat to national security, report says
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World Elections 2024








	




[image: FILE - People walk near a high-speed train during its test at Halim station in Jakarta, Indonesia, Sept. 18, 2023.]
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China's Global Development Spending








	




[image: Searching for Solutions on the Declining Colorado River]
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River at Risk: Searching for Solutions on the Declining Colorado River
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[image: Lawmakers of Federation Council of the Federal Assembly listen to the national anthem after giving Russian President Vladimir Putin permission to use military force outside the country on Feb. 22, 2022. (Federation Council of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation via AP)]
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Volodin falsely claims Putin gave women ‘real power’ in Russian politics








	




[image: Flowers and toys left at the side of a road near the burnt-out Crocus City Hall concert venue in Krasnogorsk, outside Moscow, on March 26, 2024. (Natalia Kolesnikova/AFP)]
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US officials dispute Kremlin claims that Crocus attack intel was 'very vague'
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X user misrepresents police brutality video as display of Pakistani–Afghan tensions
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VOA Connect: Community champions








	




[image: The Inside Story - A Free Press Matters, Countering Censorship | Episode 137 THUMBNAIL horiozntal]
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The Inside Story - A free press matters, countering censorship








	




[image: Border Crossings: Brian K. & The Parkway]
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Border Crossings: Brian K. & The Parkway
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[image: In the United States, the two major political parties have been illustrated by a donkey and an elephant]
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How Republicans and Democrats got their animal symbols








	




[image: With $6.6B to Arizona hub, Biden touts big steps in US chipmaking]
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With $6.6B to Arizona hub, Biden touts big steps in US chipmaking








	




[image: Sudanese refugees face collapsed health care system in South Sudan ]
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Sudanese refugees face collapsed health care system in South Sudan








	




[image: Rwanda genocide survivors call for increased education ]
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Rwanda genocide survivors call for increased education








	




[image: Burkina Faso Wildlife Conservation Farm Struggling in Turbulent Times ]
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Burkina Faso Wildlife Conservation Farm Struggling in Turbulent Times








	




[image: No Labels group fails to enlist candidates, drops from presidential race ]
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No Labels group fails to enlist candidates, drops from presidential race








	




[image: Afghan cancer patients struggle to enter Pakistan for treatment ]
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Afghan cancer patients struggle to enter Pakistan for treatment 








	




[image: Yemen Houthis continue to attack Israel]
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Yemen Houthis continue to attack Israel








	




[image: Ex-US Marine explains what drove him to join Ukraine's fight]
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Ex-US Marine explains what drove him to join Ukraine's fight








	




[image: 'First Person View' drones in Ukraine usher in new era of warfare ]
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'First Person View' drones in Ukraine usher in new era of warfare
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